
EPISODE 211: “Anything Can Happen” 
 

 

 
 

Ojeda, Night 18 

 
After one of the craziest Tribal Councils in Stranded history, the girls congratulate 

Melinda on a job well done after single handedly voting out Judd. 

 

   Courtney – CONFESSIONAL - Ok so yesterday went off perfectly! I couldn't have planned it 

any better...O wait...I did! hehe...Ok so I think my halo is officially destroyed in the game...Now 

things are going to get very scary for everyone but the Outcasts I think...I kno I am scared. If 

Gary and Judd were really going to stick with us then I made a big mistake but I just did not feel 

Judd would go the whole way with us...Judd kept calling us underdogs and then he seemed to be 



turning on Misty according to her information from Gary...Mayb he was just going after Bobby but 

I am not sure...I think my move was like a mutiny...Very very risky. I am most proud of this move 

since it was so complex. Misty and I went to serious work today...We created a 5-person alliance 

and even got Bobby to vote out his ally Jamie...Well actually he didn't vote Jamie out but we got 

him to at least be ok with it...Or so he says...We had to plan for everything that could go wrong 

and if any of those things did we would be screwed...So I am really glad that we pulled off wat 

seemed to be impossible... 

 

Courtney - Great decision girl! I totally agree with it... 

Melinda - Thanks! It had to be done! Who did you vote for? 

Courtney - I voted for Jamie and then Morgan. I wasn't sure who everyone was gonna vote 

for...Thank goodness you were the 1 who got immunity! That was crazy!!! 

 

Courtney and Misty are now in total control of their alliance, but has all of this 

power gone to their head? As with past majority leaders, the underdogs have come together 

to take them out. Misty and Courtney begin to make deals with everyone. 

 

Courtney - I can't believe how well all of this has worked out for us!!! 

Misty - Unbelievable. All we need is to hold on to Bobby and we're good to go. Wow. 

Courtney - I kno! We need to hold onto Rafe, Melinda, and Gary too...We have to do this just right. 

Getting the big time thinker and plotter Judd out before he could figure things out was huge 

tho!!! Who did you vote for? I voted for Jamie and then Morgan. I wanted to vote for Judd but I 

wasn't sure who the group would vote for... 

Misty - I voted for Judd and I think Melinda did as well. I just suggested to Melinda that she make a 

final 2 deal with Bobby so that he will stick with us. Say she's outside of the Courtney-Misty 

pairing. We will need to stick with Gary and Rafe definitely. We can't afford for them to team up. 

Courtney - Yea I kno...I hope we have control with Bobby, Rafe, you, and me. Just in case we don't 

tho we hopefully have Gary and Melinda with us. Hopefully Bobby will not be upset at how things 

turned out...He should hopefully be happy...Good job with Melinda. I am going to make a side 

deal with her that we need to watch out for you and Bobby as Outcasts so she thinks I am with 

her more than you even. Same with Rafe...I am glad we didn't have to lie about the vote either! 

Melinda should've taken the most heat for voting Judd out instead of us! 

Misty - Yeah. I'm talking to Rafe right now that "we" did it. Probably best for him to continue to 

think it's me and you and Bobby and him as the core group. 

Courtney - Yea definitely!!! For Bobby too since he and Rafe are together... 

Misty - Yeah. If he thinks he has Melinda and Rafe, he'll feel a lot more comfortable. 

 

Going from the next person voted off to a member of the majority alliance, Rafe is 

feeling good about his position in the tribe. 

 

   Melinda – CONFESSIONAL - I feel fabulous about taking Judd out. Remember last week 

when I said the only person standing in my way of this victory is Judd? Well I pounced on my 

opportunity to take him out... there was nothing to think about, I knew all along I would vote 

him out. I believe he was the best player to play this game that is not still in it. Hey, I had to put 

myself out there, but I knew all along that at some point I would make a huge move. It was a tad 

bit on the risky side, but I definitely can not win this game by being a sheep all the way through. 

I think Judd will respect the move I made and take it in stride, because I know he is a true 

gamer... Gary as well. 



 

Melinda - That was intense, extremely extremely CRAZY! More crazy than last night... how'd you 

vote? 

Rafe - That was crazy! I was not ready for that second vote. I voted for Morgan, and then when I 

saw the first Judd vote, I was like "Duh! He has an extra vote!". It worked out very well, I'd say! 

Melinda - Yep! Oh goodness gracious, imagine how shocked BD, Morgan, and Gary will be when 

they get here.... 

Rafe - Omg I know! I'm glad one of us won that last immunity, it could have gone badly if not. 

Melinda - Yep, for sure... I feel like a bitch now though! I think it was what needed to happen 

though... he is so smart, completely knows how to work people on his side, and that worried me 

Rafe - Don't feel like a bitch. Judd knows what he's doing, he was playing a really good game. You 

absolutely made the right decision. 

Melinda - See, I was pretty sure that Judd, Gary, Morgan, and Jamie had an alliance, because Judd 

had the plan of our new Caq team sticking together and he could get Jamie and Morgan with us... 

I was never going to buy into that plan, maybe he was telling the truth, but I think I would have 

gotten 7th if that had went down. I'm glad we're working together now 

 

Courtney - Wow! I can't believe how well all of that worked out for us! 

Rafe - Seriously! I wasn't sure who to vote for the second time, I completely forgot about Judd's 

second vote or I would have voted for him. It worked out VERY well for us!! 

Courtney - Yea me too! omg I didn't even think of that! I don't think he thought of that either! did 

he even use it? I had voted for Morgan but I wanted to vote for Judd...I had no idea wat the 

group was voting for since we couldn't talk... 

Rafe - I'm pretty sure he never used it. I bet he wishes he did now! I was a little surprised I didn't 

get any votes the second time, lol! 

Courtney - Yea I don't think he did either...Unless Gary didn't vote and he was the 2 votes for 

Bobby...I think Gary was around tho. Wow that was crazy...You won't get votes from here on out! 

Oh yea so you kno I have the hidden immunity idol...I will use it to save any of us if we are in 

danger. I think we are in a pretty good spot now tho! 

Rafe - I can't really see any of us being in danger at this point. You never know what can happen, 

but Morgan and Gary aren't the most friendly people, so I can't see them swaying anyone. I think 

Morgan is going to be pissed when she sees that both Jamie and Judd are gone, lol! 

Courtney - Yea I can imagine! She should have been around to help them hehe 

Rafe - Tomorrow should be fun. I'm turning in now, we'll chat tomorrow, okay? 

 

Misty begins to make everyone feel as though they are safe with her. Will this plan 

backfire? 

 

Melinda - Wow, that was completely unexpected! How did you vote? Do you think I made the right 

move? 

Misty - You did. Judd's extra vote could have killed us in the next round. My suggestion is to stick 

close to Bobby and make a final 2 agreement with him. Say you're on the outside of Misty and 

Courtney and you want to go to the end with him. If he sticks with us, we have this locked up. 

Melinda - Oh it's no problem OMG, I feel like such a bitch! Yeah, this next round is critical. We 

need Gary or Morgan to go, no question. So you voted for Judd with me, then. I was hoping 

someone would!  Ahhhhhhh so exhausting! Who would have thought the three of us would make it 

to the final 7?! Nobody!  I loved shoving in Shane's face that I actually can make a move. 



Misty - Yeah. Last thing we want is the four of them ganging up on us. We'll need to keep in close 

contact with Rafe and Gary and Morgan as well to make sure they don't plan anything. It's not 

over yet. Another thing, we're going to continue to keep Rafe close by letting him think that me 

and Courtney and him and Bobby are still going. 

Melinda - That's what i was thinking... you should tell them I'm gone at final 5, I will tell them I 

want to allign with them at final 5 and go to the final 3. 

Misty - Sounds good. Something like that. It should come up naturally though. But it should since 

everyone is going to be trying to position themselves after this. My connection is horrible so I 

might have to take a break. Gary should be back from work in the early morning so if I'm up then, 

I'll stay close to him 

 

   Melinda - CONFESSIONAL - I never came here expecting to make friends... and I don't 

really think I have. The only two people I felt I really connected with on a personal level were 

Terry and Cirie. As time has gone on I think I've really grown to like Misty a lot more. She is a 

very smart girl and a lot of fun to talk to. Same with Courtney but I don't really feel that much of 

a connection to her. 

 

Misty - that was one hell of a tribal. Insane. 

Rafe - Hell yeah. Went well for us, though. 

Misty - Absolutely. We completely rocked it. I was so worried when it came up as a three way tie 

but Melinda really helped us out. It's amazing how well it went. 

 

Misty continues to play all sides. 

 

Misty - You missed quite a show. 

Morgan - Lol thats okay im very worried it might be me next.. 

Misty - Your name was actually brought up before in the discussions but I fought to make sure the 

target wasn't on you. Jamie had been playing a dangerous game and I knew he had to go. I'm 

sorry about that since I know you liked him. But the problem was that a lot of other people liked 

him as well. Just so you know, I didn't vote for you either in the second round of the vote. 

Morgan - Oh its okay I know im next, even though id be the best option to take to finals 

considering everyone hates me xD Shane, Jamie actually doesn't like me as much cos I yelled at 

him the other night, and Judd well hmm maybe i did do some backstabbing? xD butyeah I am 

voting for Gary next if you wanted to know.. 

Misty - Thanks for letting me know. I don't believe people hate you that much. Probably not as 

much as me considering... Did Danielle and Jamie really find me that creepy? It's doesn't 

matter anyway. It's all water underthe bridge as far as I'm concerned. 

Morgan - dayum, be honest am I next? all I wanted was 6th place hah, please dont let it be me this 

time round, if you convice people Gary is the bigger threat and get him out next, I'd be happy  

please..for me? x. 

Misty - I don't know yet. Obviously I need to see what's going on first. But it should be clear by 

tomorrow where things stand. When will you be around? 

Morgan - well I am kinda working all tomorrow night, so..im pretty much stuffed. well if you do 

vote me out, I want you too know that you wont receive my vote come finale, considering I 

convinced a lot of people NOT, to vote you out. 

Misty - I'm damned if I do and damned if I don't, girl. I honestly owe Gary a lot as well. I owe a lot 

to everyone here. You're not the only one. 

 



   Misty – CONFESSIONAL - The main boots I'll have problems with is Morgan and Gary. Gary 

has been nothing but completely honest with me. I feel horrible that now I'm in a position to 

have to cut him loose. All simply because he was allied with Judd. Morgan has done nothing to 

me at all. I actually quite like her from the times we've talked but she's just an accident victim in 

this. If things hold, and I hope to hell they do, one of them is probably going to go tonight. 

 

Ojeda, Day 19  

 
Allies Bob Dawg and Rafe assess their current situation. 

 

   Bob Dawg – CONFESSIONAL - Tonight is when the gamw will turn again. As Rafe is an 

emotional player and feels he owes me. I'm going to turn the game on its head yet again and 

remove Melinda from the game. I'm going to lobby to Morgan and Gary to join me and Rafe, at 

lest for this one vote. Then again I'll have to reaccess the situation. 

 

Bob Dawg - We're both goats huh? lol, I didn't know I was so hated\ 

Rafe - Yeah, I don't know what's up with that. Jamie pmed me yesterday and said that he may have 

figured out a way for me to stay, but that I couldn't say anything about it. But then he didn't even 

tell me what it was, lol! Then, not too long before the challenge (or maybe right after, I don't 

remember), Judd pm's me and says "Hey, we're voting out Bobby!" I think they thought I'd be so 

happy they weren't voting for me that I'd do whatever they said. I have no idea why they decided 

on you, though. TC was CRAZY last night, I was nervous about the second vote. It's a good thing 

Morgan wasn't here for TC, or you probably would have been fucked on the second vote. It 

worked out in the end, though. 

Bob Dawg - Who voted for you? I thought it was Morgan? Listen, Misty, Ciurt and Melinda don't want 

us to go to the end either, why don't we work on voting out one of those three tonight? 

Rafe - I thought it was Morgan that voted for me too, but who knows. Nobody wants me to go to 

the end! You'd think I drank all the wine and crapped in the outhouse or something! Who would 

you want to leave next, if they don't win immunity? 

Bob Dawg - I want Melinda to go tonight, we need both allainces to ween off the threats on the 

other side, and though Misty is the biggest threat, she would be severly weakened without Mel. 

What do you think? 

 

Just as Bob Dawg and Rafe plan to get rid of Melinda, she offers them a deal. 

 

Melinda - Hey Bob Dawg, how's it going? You sure missed a ton of drama last night! 

Bob Dawg - yeah, I just read the tc. Judd was a very good player. I wonder who he is? When do we 

find out who everyone is? 

Melinda - I don't know, probably at the end of the game I guess. I knew I had to take the chance to 

get him out, even though everyone on the jury probably hates me now. Hey, if I tell you 

something do you think you could keep in on the down low? 

Bob Dawg - no problem, shoot 

Melinda - Ok, well I've kind of been a loner for a lot of this game, until Courtney and Misty decided 

to include me in an alliance with the new Caq team... but I know that Courtney and Misty are 

very close, and they both seem to be really well liked by at least some of the jury... I was kind of 

assuming that you and Rafe were together, but if there's going to be a final 3 like we think, I was 

thinking about endgame... what would you think of you, Rafe, and me taking our Courtney and 



Misty at the final 5, and making a deal to the final 3? I know we don't know eachother all the 

well, but it seems to make sense. 

Bob Dawg - I would love that plan, I'll tell Rafe, are you serious then? 

Melinda - I'm very serious about it. I just think it would be in all of our best interests... We've all 

kind of been outsiders... people have been trying to control me the entire game, and I have gone 

along with it because I knew I couldn't do anything about it. But now I think all of us have an 

opportunity to actually do something smart in this game. 

Bob Dawg - I'm so down with that 

Melinda - Alright, sounds like a plan then And for tonight, we're voting for Morgan then? 

Bob Dawg - Sure, and we can get rid of Courtney after wards because she has the other HII, is that 

ok with you? 

Melinda - Sounds like a plan. 

 

Bob Dawg returns to Rafe with the news of the new plan. 

 

Bob Dawg - Mel just proposed an alliance between you me and her. SO I don't think we should get 

rid of her just yet 

Rafe - Oh, that must be what she was just pming me about. She asked me if I could keep something 

on the dl. 

Bob Dawg - Courtney has the HII. I think we should blindside her 

Rafe - I was thinking that too! I'm just not sure the best way to go about it to be sure she doesn't 

get suspicious. 

Bob Dawg - We convince them that Morgan is desperate to win, so I guess she goes tonight. then 

get Gary on board to remove Courtney tomorrow 

 

Suddenly Melinda becomes the key player in the middle of both alliances. 

 

Gary - must've been a crazy night for you if I'm next on the block I understand, but hope that 

people think I'm worth having round I've stuck by you girls inspite of what my old tribemates 

said,I think that shows my loyalty. Take Care 

Melinda - Hey Gary, thanks for not blowing up at me, I totally have a tremendous respect for the 

classy game you have played. I hope you understand that I had to make a move if I didn't want to 

end up in 5th or 6th or 7th place in this game. As far as I know you've been loyal to me in this 

game, but I had suspicions that once the final 7 came around that I would just be dropped. I 

couldn't know what kind of a relationship you and Judd had with Morgan and Jamie, and I was 

just acting on what seemed to be in my best interest. 

Gary - I think that in light of what the jury has been saying about you and I so far,that it would be 

a very good idea for us to make some big plays,you got to make one last night, and now I have a 

few that I'd like to make. You've been great to me so far, do you wanna hear my thoughts or 

should we just stay where we are right now? 

Melinda - I'm all ears. 

Gary - well the way I see it after last night I'm pretty much out in the cold again. and alliances are 

not what they seem. Rafe and Bobby have been sharing info/Morgans pretty much alone now 

Misty/you & courtney are together for now until one of them decides to go with Bobby and Rafe 

(c'mon, why would that vote change last second) I'm screwed and it's gonna be tween 

you/courtney or bob/rafe to see where Misty feels more comfortable 

Melinda - That's true, I've never really felt I could trust Misty 100%... I've got a lot to think about, 

especially after hearing the juries negative comments towards me last night. I can tell you this... 



they've all been talking about booting Morgan tonight, so you should be safe no matter what. But 

if we're going to make a move, I don't know exactly what it should be and when it should happen. 

So I'll talk more with you later. 

Gary - sounds good Mel, I think a move would be smart and I think before it's too late. we'll talk 

later 

 

Bob Dawg confronts Gary about his vote and on the possibility of working together 

in the near future. 

 

Bob Dawg - I know you were one of the 3 votes that I got, whats up man? 

Gary - I voted for Jamie and you last nite, You were one of the names that came up and then it 

was changed to Jamie last second (i'm sure you know why) this is all i know, don't take it 

personally, this games getting more and more messed up with every passing day 

Bob Dawg - No man, I don't take it personal, I just wanted to see where you stand 

Gary - I'm pretty much fucked is where I stand 

Bob Dawg – maybe 

Gary - no, I figure I'm fucked 

 

Misty and Melinda speak to one another about the deals going around. 

 

Misty - So how have things been today? I just got in. 

Melinda - Things have been pretty calm... Rafe told me he just pre-voted for Morgan because he's 

going to miss TC tonight, and Bobby's been saying he wants to get Morgan out. So all should go as 

planned I think. 

Misty - So you've heard from Bobby already? Okay. Morgan it is then. 

Melinda - Yeah, I think they're both planning on sticking with us... Gary also messaged me today, 

he was hoping to work some sort of a deal with me because he thinks you and Bob Dawg have an 

alliance. I just told him we'd talk about it later because I had to run. But no worries, it should be 

a pretty easy boot, and hopefully we can get rid of Gary next round. 

Misty - We'll see have to see. Gary PMed me asking where I stood so I'll have to be very careful with 

him. Rafe might try something as well. Has he brought up any offers about an alliance? I suspect 

he might do this to solidify his position 

Melinda - I offered them both a final 3 deal... they both sounded pretty excited about it so I think 

everything should work out as we planned it. At the final 5 you Courtney, and I will have it... I 

think they believe I will be with them to the end, so I think it's all good. 

Misty - That's good. But we might have to consider going for Rafe next to keep things off balance. 

Bobby has something with Rafe for sure but I doubt he does with Gary. 

Melinda - Well we'll take it one step at a time... I'm glad that after tonight we'll have some time to 

think instead of going IC to TC back to back. I don't think Morgan is going to make it tonight, so it 

should be an easy boot. 

Misty - Yeah. Step by step. Gary and Rafe are not going to stop fighting for sure. I'll stick close with 

Gary just in case and to make sure they don't work together. 

 

   Misty – CONFESSIONAL -I told Courtney that we should switch it up and take Rafe out now. 

Several reasons for it. Bascially if we leave Rafe and Bobby in, they will try to target the idol 

even though Melinda will be warning us. I would prefer not having to worry about that 

altogether. Also, leaving Rafe and Bobby to the F5 would leave everything in Melinda's hands and 

I don't want to risk that. Melinda and Bobby do not want to face Gary or Morgan in front of the 



jury so it pretty much ensures they will not work with them. Melinda will be pissed but she can't 

really do anything about it since she needs to rely on us to get to the end. 

 

Just as predicted, Gary fights to save himself and Misty has to backpedal. Gary is 

looking for a solid friendship and not simply a “do this, do that” relationship, while Misty 

has problems warming up. 

 

Gary - I don't know what you wanna do next. but I hope I'm stiil apart of it take care 

Misty - I told you I would explain afterwards and the fact was that I knew Jamie was too dangerous 

to continue to stay. It had built up over time from all the small things I had heard and the 

impression I got about him. I also knew if I tried to bring it up with Judd or you, I don't think 

anyone would have gone for it. As for what happened to Judd, no one saw that coming. Not even 

me and I was one of the votes for him. I wish things had been different but I know that there's no 

way of telling what Judd would have been thinking and leaving things entirely in his hands 

without knowing where he stood was risky. 

Gary - whatever yo! you had to do what you had to do. I'm getting a little bit pissed at the fact 

that people who are supposed to be my "friends" keep hiding info from me. I need to know where 

I stand with you, I thought we were beyond cool. But, if I'm gonna continue to be a johnny come 

lately to your alliance, then send me home, cause I'm tired of being in the dark 

Misty - No, absolutely not. I can't do that. The two people I trust the most here are you and 

Courtney. We've stuck it through from the start and the only reason why I did not say anything 

about Jamie was because I thought he had everyone's trust and I didn't want to get targeted 

because of that. I never hid anything else from you. I'm also concerned on how things are going 

and I'm trying to keep an eye on everyone because I know everyone's making plans. 

Gary - I'va said it since I met you, if you wanna know something ask me. I'm not just gonna be 

another vote for somebody. whats the story then you wanna vote Morgan out instead of someone 

sneaky like rafe or bobby? just give me the score so I can atleast feel like I'm an active part of 

this team 

Misty - Basically, Bobby said he wants Morgan out. Rafe said he would go along with it. Melinda said 

she was also okay with it. Originally tribal was supposed to be tonight and she wasn't around to 

talk to so I said okay to it as well. 

Gary - why is morgan such a threat to you guys? 

Misty - It's not that she's a threat. Morgan has not been around much and I haven't been able to 

plan anything with her. Most of the discussion happens just before the challenge and just after 

and she's not around through much of it. 

Gary - i'm very confused as to why we would vote her out instead of taking out members of our 

rival alliance 

Misty - I've had a feeling that Bobby, Melinda and Rafe are possibly working together due to things 

I've heard today but I can't be entirely sure and I didn't want to say anything that would alarm 

anyone and bring the target on me or Courtney or you. Morgan has not been around tonight, 

which meant I couldn't do anything anyway. I hope you understand the position I was in. 

Gary - seems all i do is understand these days 

Misty - I'm trying to be careful. I didn't know what else to do. We still have some time now at least 

since Jeff shifted the challenge and tribal. 

Gary - I've kept my word to you so far, and call me a fool but I'm still rather fond of you. I can only 

hope that you're keeping yours. 



Misty - I am. I said you can count on me and that remains true. Please don't feel like I'm keeping 

you in the dark because I haven't. I'm always trying to get a feel of things and usually I don't have 

anything solid to work with. 

Gary - thats it! I don't even get a I kinda like your company too for shame Misty 

Misty - I didn't think that needed to be said...  

Gary - sometimes its nice to hear nice things  

 

Misty is beginning to get paranoid that Gary could be on to her. 

 

Misty - I think I explained things to Gary sufficiently but he might still be suspicious so be very 

careful with him. By the way, what did you end up saying to Gary? 

Melinda - well, the thing is... i already had told him i knew i was aligned with them before you told 

me not to... but I hope it doesn't make a difference. :-/ Honestly, I don't think he's going to be 

able to convince Bob Dawg and Rafe... I think they are pretty comfortable with us going to the 

final 5 when they think I am with them to the end... There's always the possibility of bringing in 

Morgan with us and forming a girl alliance... she said she was pre-voting for Gary. 

Misty - Okay. What exactly is the impression you gave him? That me and Courtney and Rafe and 

Bobby and you are in an alliance? Or just the three of you? There's two more days until the vote. 

Of course I'm worried. Anything can happen until then. And Gary might try something since he's 

already suspicious about what's going on. 

Melinda - I think I gave him the impression that all 5 of us were alligned... but i don't know 

because i didn't mention you or Courtney... but I think he'd figure that out. Gary might try to pull 

something, but I think we just need to hit home with Bob and Rafe that it would be better for 

them to stick with us. 

Misty - I'm very worried that someone will try to plan something so we need to be very careful. It's 

not all about who is the biggest jury threat. It's about getting the numbers down so that we can 

control things. We'll need to see what happens first within the extra time we have. 

 

Ojeda, Day 20 

 
Bob Dawg begins the day with a bold move which could mean the end of the 

caquetios alliance. 

 

Bob Dawg - How would you feel about teaming up with me and Rafe, and one other person of your 

choice? 

Morgan - OMG yes for sure! who would you want to take? I am thinking courtney? as she will be a 

good easy beat maybe? 

Bob Dawg – sure 

Morgan - mmm,  

 

   Bob Dawg – CONFESSIONAL - What I'm afraid of is how Courtney will use her HII after 

tonights vote. I'm also concerned that Gary will just go to Misty and tell them my plan, although 

thats unlikely, because I am considered a goat, and it appears that Misty is respected around 

here. I'm going to try for immunity tonight, and maybe I'll even try to get Courtney to give me 

her idol, because I "don't feel safe" 

 

Bob Dawg - Still down with the plan? How was your day? lol, sorry for starting out with business. 



Melinda - Haha, it's cool! I love gettin' down to business! And yep, I'm still down with the plan for 

sure. Morgan is the plan for this time, and then we'll figure out who for next round... it doesn't 

matter to me. As long as the three of us make it to the final 5 it should be all locked up.  

 

Misty informs Morgan that she’s the next to go in an attempt to gain her trust. 

 

Misty - How did your day go? Nothing happened tonight. Just so you know, if it did, everyone was 

ready to go along and vote for you since you weren't around. Gary was here earlier as well and I 

explained to him what was going on. Anyway, we have time now since the next tribal is tomorrow 

or the day after. 

Morgan - Yeah, i figured id be out next, thats why im determined to win next ic 

Misty - You might not need to... I want to you stay and I believe so do Gary and Courtney as well. 

Of course winning immunity too would be nice. Also, please keep this to yourself. You'll need to 

be careful when talking to Melinda, Rafe or Bobby. They'll probably tell you whatever so just go 

along with whatever they say. I'm going to leave messages for Gary and Courtney also so they 

know what's up and you can talk to them about it. 

 

After both of their allies, Judd and Jamie, were voted off, Gary and Morgan 

assumed they would be the next two going home. Things change on a dime in Aruba and 

they may just have some hope. 

 

Gary - they want you gone!!!! btw: while you're here send Mist a "hey how are things " message  

trust me  

Morgan  - I know haha, I can do it dont worry  ill be here for IC and everything lets rock this shit 

up Bobby Pmed me about an alliance with himself and Rafe. hmm dunno whats going on there..? 

Gary - stick with me kid,I'll take you far 

Morgan - yes? you will? cool im happy cos everyone is saying its me then i get offered alliances 

and blah i dunno where to go D= 

Gary – Have I done you wrong so far industry buddy? I got yo back girl 

Morgan - woo yay. well i got your back too 

Gary - sounds good doll, are you gonna be around tonight? 

Morgan - sure am  I need to go shower now though <3 

Gary - I guess thats ok 

Morgan - <3333 ily dearly hehe, so predicitions on who will go tonight? Xx 

Gary - has Misty actually been talking to you about things? 

Morgan - She has but i don't really know about whats going on with tonights vote, but we are in 

a solid stable final 4 position correct? ill brb i needa shower love xx. 

Gary - yes, we are (is should do the same here soon) I'll ask her whats up and then you and I can 

compare notes 

 

   Morgan – CONFESSIONAL - this is MY game and I will push anyone under the bus to stay 

alive another day, I know all these people don't want me here, so they can jam it, cos I will be 

here for tomorrow's immunity challenge. 

 

Gary gets back to Misty. 

 

Misty - So have you talked to Morgan yet? 



Gary - Yes!, you/Courtney/me/Morgan final 4 sound good to you? 

Misty - Sounds good. I just gave Morgan the lowdown on what's been going on since the Jamie boot. 

Gary - sounds great 

 

Morgan is suddenly cornered by two different alliance members from two opposing 

alliances she has recently made. 

 

Misty - So who do you think we should go after first? 

Morgan - Hmm, I am not sure, who are you thinking? I am thinking someone who is strong but I 

mean all 3 are so maybe uhh i dunno  opinions? I think Melinda is strong in twisting peoples 

minds Bobby has alliances with everyone and could flip anyone and Rafe is prettymuch good in all 

aspects, so maybe uhm? Bobby? but im not 100% sure, yourself? 

Misty - Bobby can't do anything. I've tried talking to him about things but it's next to impossible. 

Melinda is low key and will pretty much follow along with things. I think Rafe is the brains and I'm 

most worried about him. Besides, his nine lives should be up about now 

Morgan - Oh thats a good call I've been trying to get rafe out since god only knows when haha i 

agree hes a shifty one 

 

   Courtney – CONFESSIONAL - I am really worried that Bobby is going to try to take my idol 

out today...Bobby and Rafe came up with the vote today...Morgan. Melinda has told me that but 

I am not sure if we can trust that...They always follow but this time they want to be in charge...I 

am ok if they really want Morgan out becuz I think it might b better if Gary stays...However I do 

not kno if they have all agreed to just say that in order to blindside me...That is my big worry...I 

should probably use the immunity idol today but I am scared and I want to keep it so I can 

protect myself at F5... Ugh I hate Bobby. It is confirmed that he has rounded up everyone to go 

after me. From here it is Courtney against the world until I'm gone or I win... 

 

Bob Dawg - so whats our plan for tonight morgi? 

Morgan - haha well. hm im blank rofl whats your plan lovely?  

Bob Dawg - Ladies first, I want you to trust me 

Morgan - haha, I am no lady xD I have a potty mouth. I think trust is a big word to use, considering 

I have heard some things what you have said about me, like i should be voted off tonight. 

Bob Dawg - WTF? Who told you that? 

Morgan - Uhhh a lot of people haha. I was like ohh but Bobby wouldn't do that would he? 

Bob Dawg - Like who though, because it isn't true? Wouldn't it be better for me to keep you? 

 

Challenge Beach, Day 20 

 
Jeff Probst - Okay guys, here's how today's challenge will work. There will be 10 questions posted. 

You should answer them as honestly as possible and then PM your answers to me. There is to be 

no discussion at this time on. Any strategy about the challenge or sharing of answers will result in 

a DQ and a loss of vote at tonight's council. I'll then reask the questions and it's your job to guess 

who was the most popular answer. 

Bob Dawg - wow, this game is getting intense 

Morgan - Oh yes so this is like the chopping order one, yep I get it  

Misty - I think I understand. I'm sure there will be interesting questions so sorry in advance, 

everyone.  



Jeff Probst - 1. Who has the most control in Ojeda? 

Gary – Bobby Morgan – Misty Misty – Rafe Melinda – Misty Bob Dawg – Misty Courtney – Misty 

Jeff Probst - Misty was the most popular answer. Bob Dawg - 1 Courtney - 1 Gary -0 Melinda -1  

Misty - 0 Morgan – 1. Next Question: 2. Who is going home tonight? 

Gary – Rafe Morgan – Rafe Melinda – Morgan Bob Dawg – Morgan Courtney – Morgan Misty – Morgan 

Jeff Probst - Correct answer was: Morgan. Bob Dawg - 2 Courtney - 2 Gary -0 Melinda - 2 Misty - 1 

Morgan – 1. Next Question: 3. Who do you like the least? 

Morgan – Rafe Misty – Rafe Gary – Rafe Melinda – Rafe Bob Dawg – Rafe Courtney – Rafe 

Jeff Probst - Rafe was the least liked member. Bob Dawg - 2 Courtney - 2 Gary - 0 

Melinda - 2 Misty - 1 Morgan - 1 Everyone was right so we won't add points since it's useless. THIS 

NEXT QUESTION, YOU WILL HAVE 1 MINUTE TO ANSWER. 4. Who will never win in a jury vote? 

Courtney – Bobby Melinda – Melinda Gary – Rafe Misty – Bobby Morgan – Courtney Bobby – Rafe 

Bobby -  

Jeff Probst - The person who is least likely to win a jury vote is: Bobby. Bob Dawg - 2 Courtney - 3  

Gary – 0 Melinda - 2 Misty - 2 Morgan – 1. Next Question: 5. Who’s the friendliest person here? 

Gary – Morgan Morgan – Gary Melinda – Morgan Misty – Misty Bobby – Misty Courtney – Misty 

Jeff Probst - Would have accepted either Misty or Morgan. Bob Dawg - 3 Courtney - 4 Gary - 1 

Melinda - 3 Misty - 3 Morgan – 1. Courtney in the lead, Bob Dawg, Melinda and Misty tied for 

second... Gary and Morgan falling out of it. 6. Who is most likely to win in a jury vote? 

Gary – Misty Misty – Gary Melinda – Gary Bobby – Misty Courtney – Gary Morgan - Gary 

Jeff Probst - Bob Dawg - 3 Courtney - 5 Gary - 1 Melinda - 4 Misty - 4 Morgan – 2. Gary was the 

correct answer. 7. Who thinks they’re in control, but isn’t? 

Misty – Rafe Morgan – Rafe Gary – Rafe Melinda – Rafe Bob Dawg – Rafe Courtney – Rafe 

Jeff Probst - Everyone answered Rafe so the scores will not change. However, that was not the 

correct answer. I would have accepted either Bob Dawg or Misty. 8. Who’s your biggest challenge 

threat? 

Melinda – Misty Gary – Melinda Morgan – Misty Courtney – Misty Bob Dawg – Misty Misty – Misty? 

Jeff Probst - Everyone was right except gary.  Bob Dawg - 4 Courtney - 6 Gary - 1 Melinda - 5 

Misty - 5 Morgan – 3 

Gary - YES, I RULE!!!! 

Misty -  

Jeff Probst - 9. Who do you trust the most? 

Courtney – Courtney Bobby – Courtney Gary – Courtney Misty – Gary Morgan – Gary Melinda – Court 

Courtney - Do you guys like my answer hehe  

Jeff Probst - wow. Okay no one was right again. You should have chosen either Misty or Morgan. 

Bob Dawg - 4 Courtney - 6 Gary - 1 Melinda - 5 Misty - 5 Morgan – 3. Final Question, Misty and 

Melinda, you need to get this next one right in order to tie with Courtney, Courtney if you get 

this right you automatically win. 10. Who is annoying to talk to? 

Morgan – Cindy XD 

Morgan – Rafe Misty – Rafe 

Jeff Probst - Times up 

Melinda – bob 

Jeff Probst - I would have accepted either Rafe or Bob Dawg. Courtney and Misty, we'll go into our 

tie breaker round. First person to answer this question correctly wins Immunity: 11. Who’s 

guaranteed a spot at the Final TC? 

Misty - Bobby? 

Courtney – Bobby 



Jeff Probst - I would ahve accepted either Bobby or Misty. That means, congratulations Misty, you 

have won the Immunity for your second time in Aruba. Gear up for council everyone! You got 

until 10:10 

Bob Dawg - So I'm the most hated? Shocking 

 

Ojeda, Night 20 

 
After competing in the Immunity Challenge, everyone scrambles before tonight’s 

Council. 

 

Melinda - Alright, plan still to vote off Morgan, right? 

Bob Dawg - Yeah, maybe. I just heard that Gary is in Mistys alliance. So next TC might be a tie. 

WORK YOUR ASSOFF NEXT TC! 

Melinda - Really? That would not be good... do you want to try and change it to Gary tonight? 

Yeah, one of us has to win immunity next round for sure 

 

Bob Dawg - Me and Mel are voting for Court, you might as well go with us 

Morgan - Owwkays and what about Rafe? 

Bob Dawg - Hes voting for Courtney because hes paranoid about the idol 

 

The results of the challenge cause Morgan to panic after finding out she was voted 

most likely to go home. 

 

Courtney - Hi Morgan...Do not mind anything I said about anyone in that last challenge...I am going 

with Gary's plan! We vote for Rafe right? 

Morgan - Right  I am just paranoid thats all, considering I was the most in going home tonight 

hah. got me scared, very scared actually. 

Courtney - Yea I am scared too! I was just answering wat everyone else was answering hehe 

Morgan - But don't worry :] i think your 100% safe tonight! 

Courtney - If we all stick with this then we will be ok... 

 

Morgan - BD and Mel are both voting for Courtney and they asked me to join them, cos they think 

Courtney has the idol. But I am with you  

Misty - Yeah. Cool. Thanks. We need to stick together on this.  

Morgan - we do, we can and we will  

 

Melinda tries to change the tide against Morgan and in the process confirms Misty’s 

suspicions that she is working with Bob Dawg. 

 

Melinda - Alright, we're voting for Morgan then? Since Rafe isn't here even if Bobby tried to pull 

something, it's 3-3 for sure with your tiebreaker  

Misty - I think we need to get rid of Rafe. I'm very worried that he might try something against us. 

Gary and Morgan want him gone. If we keep them here, the target is on them since they're the 

most well liked, and not us. 

Melinda - I don't think that's a good idea... I think we need to get Gary or Morgan out.... Bob Dawg 

thinks you guys have an alliance with Gary... so he's going to not join with gary next round.... 



Misty - He's not going to join with Gary or Morgan no matter what so it's all good for us. Just make 

sure you keep on his side so we know what he's thinking. 

Melinda - remember, if we vote out Rafe, Bobby will be PISSED, and he will go after you for going 

behind his back 

 

   Melinda – CONFESSIONAL - Oh wow, what a night. When the last minute thing came up 

about voting out Rafe instead, I was really taken back by it and not too happy either. I'm not 

really sure why Misty pushed for Rafe all of a sudden, but it sure as heck makes me wonder about 

what she might have had worked out with Gary and Morgan... i think it was a really stupid move 

to be honest... and I hope it comes back to bite her in the butt. 

 

Melinda gets back to Bob Dawg. 

 

Melinda - WTF, Misty and Courtney are telling me Rafe all of a sudden... 

Bob Dawg - don't worry, I got it under control 

Melinda - So what are we doing?? 

Bob Dawg - Its morgan, I just need to convince Misty 

 

Bob Dawg - Misty, I hope you didn't pre vote. Morgans going, Courtney and Gary pmed me earlier 

Misty - I just checked with Morgan and she said she didn't like Rafe and she said Gary pre-voted for 

Rafe as well. 

 

Melinda - Ok, so Morgan for sure then? I don't know why she's trying to pull this, but I do not like it 

Bob Dawg - We're fucked, everyone else is voting Rafe 

Melinda - UGH... wtf? 

 

Tribal Council, Night 20 

 
Jeff Probst - Welcome everyone. First things first, Misty would you like to give up immunity? 

Secondly, let's welcome our ever-increasing jury: Shane, and added last night: Judd and Jamie. 

Bob Dawg - *waves at venemous jury* 

Morgan - *Morgan walks in* 

Misty - Yeah. I'm giving my immunity to Courtney, Jeff. Just in case... 

Jeff Probst - Well, this is a first in Stranded history. Misty, you're giving your immunity Courtney 

correct? 

Courtney - O yay! Thx Misty! 

Jamie -  

Jeff Probst - That was a bold move Misty... worried that by doing so you've put an even larger 

target on your back than before? Especially after having been the answer for half (+) the 

questions tonight. 

Misty - Yes, I am, Jeff. Of course I feel a little naked without it but I think it looks good on 

Courtney. 

Jeff Probst - Bob Dawg, how does it feel being voted most aggravating to talk with? 

Bob Dawg - I guess people just don't like me. I suppose its because of my constant joking around 

and ridiculous statements 

Jamie -  

Bob Dawg - Don't get brainwashed by Shane, Jim. Hes a self rightous asshole. We're still buds right? 



Jamie -  

Shane -  

Jeff Probst - Melinda, what do you think of Misty's jesture? 

Melinda - It's definitely surprising, and I guess I don't understand it completely. I would never give 

up immunity. 

Jamie -  

Misty - I hope I don't go. I've been honest to everyone here and I hope they keep me around. 

Jamie -  

Morgan - Ofcourse I will  

Jeff Probst - Morgan, which juror are you most afraid of? 

Morgan - Uhh none, I am not afraid of any, they can love me or hate me, I have played my game 

the way I wanted too, hands down dirty, I always go by the moto respect everyone fear no-one. 

So that's the way I roll. 

Shane -  

Bob Dawg -  I don't think Misty has anything to worry about 

Jeff Probst - Do you have anything to worry about Bobby? 

Bob Dawg - NO. Hahaha. I'm sure I will get every single jury vote come finale day 

Jeff Probst - Morgan, do you think the players in this game respect you as a threat? 

Morgan - I don't think I am a threat haha I suck at everything, but I know im prolly going to be 

played tonight, I'll go but these people should know that I am sticking with them (Misty), so if 

there is betrayl, losses will be accounted for. 

Jeff Probst - The obvious theme of this season is that your decisions will come back to haunt you 

sooner or later. Melinda, what decisions have you made that you regret? 

Melinda - I haven't regretted any decisions I have made, but I take that as a sign I am going tonight? 

Shane -  

Morgan - Well, I think I will be voted out tonight, and look if I am I have been played big time, but 

I have learnt more about these people and who they are, and I hope to continue my friendships 

with them afterwards, like Misty, Bobby and Courtney. 

Shane -  

Jeff Probst - Melinda, why don't your answers ever tell me anything. If I ask who is vulnerable you 

say "we are all pretty vulnerable Jeff, no one feels safe"... 

Bob Dawg - what a whiny piece of shit. 

Melinda - I'm sorry Jeff. But the truthful answer to your question is if I leave tonight, I leave with 

no regrets. 

Jeff Probst - Misty, of the players who have been voted out so far. Who do you think, besides Cindy 

(who's a filfthy cheater) deserves to be an outcast? 

Misty - Deserves to be an outcast? It's not something that you can audition for. But I believe that 

anyone who wants to come back badly, even though they are working at a disadvantage, would 

be deserving, which I'm guessing means everyone including Margaret. 

Jeff Probst - Courtney, do you think that an outcast can win this game? 

Courtney - Yes I do...It all depends on who the jury likes... 

Bob Dawg - lol, is that a hint?! If I am infact as delusional the jury appartently thinks I am, I think 

they have a misconception. I can't spill my guts until I make it to the end hopefully, but theres 

one thing I think we can all agree on, good sportsmanship. I know I sound crass, but I just don't 

know how to express my frustration Jeff. *looks at the jury*. Listen, if you hate me, or don't 

respect me as a player, I understand, but all of this sophmoric bitching and primping by the jury 



is horrendous. I hope that they can understand that voting based on your passions ruins the 

integrity of the game is is unethical if you consider yourself to be a human being 

Jeff Probst - Morgan, could you see yourself voting for an outcast to win this game? 

Morgan - Yeah I can see it, considering they were under dogs, and bouncing back from something 

like that and to make it to the end would be pretty good, but it depends on how they treat me..  

Shane -  

Jeff Probst - Jamie will be removed from the jury now, and replaced by Danielle. 

Bob Dawg - ooo, why? 

Melinda - Why is that Jeff? 

Jeff Probst - Talking to players outside of the game. 

Morgan -  

Misty - I don't think it's a good idea to mess with Jeff, guys. 

Jeff Probst - Okay, if a Hidden Immunity idol is to be used, now is the time. 

Jeff Probst - I'll read the votes. 

Jeff Probst - Sorry everyone, we're being bombarded by captain crazy on AIM. 

Misty - Who?  

Jeff Probst - Jamie. 

Melinda - cant you just block him? or sign out? 

Jeff Probst - if only it were that simple.  

Jeff Probst - Alright, you know the drill  

 

Once the votes have been read the decision is final the person voted off will be asked to leave 

the tribal council area immidiately.
 

I'll read the votes: 

 

Rafe, the tribe has spoken. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://stranded.immunityidol.net/aruba/councils/tc11.html


 

Rafe – FINAL WORDS - My final words are not too exciting, lol! I had fun playing this game, and am 

really glad there was no one that I just couldn't stand, because then I probably would have 

begged to be voted out very early on. This was much better than other games like this that I've 

done, and you guys did a great jod running it, so thank you for that! 


